
JOB DESCRIPTION: Copywriter

REPORTS TO: Executive Creative Director

WHO IS SISTER MERCI?
Sister Merci is a nimble, full-service creative firm dedicated to launching and promoting brands in the
emerging cannabis industry.

WHAT IS SHE LOOKING FOR?
An experienced Copywriter who has the ability to effectively bring brands to life through engaging and
compelling copy and creative storytelling. You’re culturally tapped in and bring a consumer-first approach
to your work, developing narratives that connect with and resonate with target audiences. You’re equal
parts focused on honing your craft and challenging yourself to come up with convention-breaking ideas.
You’re a creative problem solver and can simplify complex ideas into highly creative copy and solutions
that are on brand, on strategy and motivate the desired consumer behaviour.

We are currently working remotely, though a candidate in the general GTA would be preferable. Our team
is spread out between Toronto, Montreal, London, Hamilton and Muskoka.

The good news? We can offer a wide range of projects – from social content and in-store collateral to
net-new brand concepts that often have a high-degree of potential to hit the cannabis market.

ROLE SUMMARY:
As a Copywriter, you’re responsible for concepting and developing copy for project and campaign-based
work across an integrated mix of channels and platforms. You handle projects from the initial briefing
through to completion and collaborate with other departments along the way.

JOB DUTIES:
● Ability to translate an idea effectively and flawlessly across multiple messaging touchpoints,

formats and channels
● Effectively collaborate cross-departmentally and ensure creative work of the agency is produced

to the highest standards of accuracy and quality control
● Strong conceptual craftsmanship – experience in storytelling through various mediums
● Lead compelling creative presentations with internal teams and clients, earning client trust and

effectively selling through creative work
● Support creative concepts by providing verbal and written rationales as required
● Examine copy consistently throughout a project to ensure it is cohesive and reflective of the

brand tone of voice
● Proof creative throughout production and execution for quality and accuracy
● Develop strong conceptual ideas that solve client problems by looking at culture, trends and

insights; remain tapped in to the changing landscape and innovation in the cannabis space
● Ability to gracefully handle pressure and meet tight deadlines, prioritizing tasks and opportunities

with acute attention to detail
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● Assist in the development of creative work for new business pitches
● Be open to receiving feedback and constructive criticism

QUALIFICATIONS:
● 3-5 years of experience as a Copywriter, ideally in a creative agency environment
● Ability to communicate and sell concepts verbally and visually
● Good relationship builder with strong collaborative skills
● Strong portfolio of work demonstrating exceptional creative work
● Experience in writing for different formats, including print, web and social, as well as branding
● Organized approach to delivering work under tight deadlines and shifting priorities
● Thrives in a startup environment (ie. can adapt to change easily, has a “no job too big or small”

attitude, is willing to experiment with unconventional ways of executing ideas and campaigns)
● Previous experience in the cannabis industry and knowledge of marketing regulations and

restrictions is an asset, but not mandatory

From time-to-time a Copywriter may need to work hours that aren’t typical, so a flexible approach is
needed to get the best from the job.

If this sounds like a role that you’d flourish in, get in touch – we want to hear from you. Contact us at
info@sistermerci.com and please include your portfolio and/or link to your website!
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